The National Association of Diversity Officers in Higher Education (NADOHE) is pleased to announce that nominations for the 2018 Insight into Diversity Global Engagement Scholarships are now being accepted (see attached timeline). The 2018 scholarships are generously funded by Insight into Diversity.

The $2500 scholarship is designed to encourage global engagement among underrepresented students from diverse backgrounds (first generation, students from rural or isolated areas and students from low socio-economic) whose backgrounds represent a broad cross section of our society including students with disabilities, different race/ethnicity populations, religious backgrounds, LGBTQIA, and other identities.

Preference will be given to students from the United States who have not travelled or studied abroad previously. The scholarships may be used to support faculty led programs and/or for semester/study abroad options.

These scholarships will be presented by Insight into Diversity at NADOHE’s Annual Conference Awards Ceremony, March 9, 2018, Washington, DC.

Please provide the following Information by October 31, 2017 to dnolan@nadohe.org.

Nominee’s Name ____________________________________________________________

College or University ______________________________________________________

Major/Minor ______________________________________________________________

GPA/Scale _________________________________________________________________

Nominee’s Address
    Street Address
    City, State and Zip Code

Required Supporting Documents

1. Nominee 2-3 page statement describing the global experience and the anticipated impact or relevance of planned global experience
2. Provide two letters of recommendations from university officials (faculty/staff)
3. Budget and funding sources for the planned global experience
Scholarship Awardees are required to complete one of the following options as a condition for accepting the $2500 scholarship (please check which option you select to complete as a condition of receiving the $2500 scholarship):

[] Produce a three to five page paper describing their global experience and the learning outcomes (formal and informal) of the experiences.

[] Create a person blog that describes the global engagement experience that will be shared with NADOHE membership.

[] Perform a 10-hour service commitment relevant to your global engagement Experience.

Awardees will be invited to attend the 2018 Annual Conference of the National Association of Diversity Officers in Higher Education, March 8 – 10, Washington, DC, where they will be recognized and presented with the scholarship.

By your signature below, Please confirm that you acknowledge and agree to the requirements, terms and conditions for receiving the Insight into Diversity Global Engagement Scholarship:

_________________________________________________  (Signature)

_________________________________________________  (Date)